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WHERE GREAT MINDS DO BUSINESS
Welcome to the 2018 UNSW Business School Awards Ceremony

Every year we dedicate this evening to celebrating students who have achieved outstanding success academically, as well as those who have demonstrated leadership capacity in the wider community. This is a night for students to shine. We know many of you will go on to remarkable accomplishments, in Australia and worldwide.

We sincerely thank our generous donors and sponsors of scholarships, awards, and prizes. Your support and commitment to education is invaluable and it provides students with access to opportunities that can transform lives. Your engagement shows a commitment to ensuring the business world of tomorrow is as diverse and dynamic as possible.

We would also like to take this opportunity to recognise the Business School’s academic and professional staff for their dedication to continued innovation and excellence. Your knowledge and creative inspiration provides students with the guidance to build brilliant careers that revolutionise the world. Thank you for your passion and commitment.

Let’s celebrate the success of our most talented students at UNSW Business School – where great minds do business.

Professor Chris Styles
Dean
UNSW Business School
GAIL KELLY

Gail is an Australian businesswoman, with a banking career that has spanned 38 years. She served as the Group Chief Executive Officer and Managing Director of two banks – St. George Bank (2002 to 2007) and Westpac (2008 to 2015). In 2008, she led the merger between these two banks and at the time of her retirement, the Westpac Group was the country’s 2nd largest bank and the 12th largest bank in the world by market capitalisation.

Gail currently holds a number of international roles: Senior Global Adviser to UBS, Director of Woolworths Holdings in South Africa, and a Member of each of the Group of Thirty, Bretton Woods Committee, McKinsey Advisory Council, and Optus Advisory Committee. She is also a Director of Australian Philanthropic Services, Patron of the Alliance of Girls’ Schools Australasia, and Ambassador for Women’s Empowerment for CARE Australia. In addition, Gail is the author of ‘Live Lead Learn: My stories of life and leadership’ which was published in 2017.

Gail has strong connections with the University of New South Wales, where she serves as an Adjunct Professor and a Member of the PLuS Alliance Advisory Board. She was awarded an Honorary Doctorate of Business by UNSW in 2014, and in 2017 she established ‘The Gail Kelly Global Leaders Scholarship’ between UNSW and the University of Cape Town, her alma mater in South Africa.

She is married to Allan and they have four children.

JOANNA MA

Joanna is a third-year student currently completing a Combined degree of commerce and law. In her capacity as the co-president of the UNSW Business Society, Joanna serves as an active student voice for almost 10,000 business students at UNSW. Joanna has also recently represented the UNSW Business School at the Heavener International Consulting Competition at the University of Florida and is passionate about providing students with a holistic university experience.

LUKE CLINCH

Luke is an actuarial studies and commerce student currently in his third year. As one of the co-presidents for the UNSW Business Society, Luke also serves as an active student voice for business students and seeks to nurture the next generation of leaders in the corporate world. By representing students on the UNSW Education Committee, Luke endeavours to create positive changes to students in both their academic and personal lives.
ORDER OF PROCEEDINGS

Official Welcome
Joanna Ma and Luke Clinch
Master of Ceremonies

Opening Address
Professor Chris Styles
Dean, UNSW Business School

Presentation of Undergraduate, Postgraduate and Research Prizes and Scholarships
Professor Chris Styles
Dean, UNSW Business School

Guest Speaker
Mrs Gail Kelly
HonDBus '14

Presentation of AGSM Prizes and Scholarships
Professor Nick Waines
Director, AGSM and Deputy Dean, UNSW Business School

Presentation of The Dean’s Award for Service
Professor Nick Waines
Director, AGSM and Deputy Dean, UNSW Business School

Thank you and Congratulations
Joanna Ma and Luke Clinch

Reception
Please celebrate with us over refreshments in the foyer after the ceremony

UNDERGRADUATE PRIZES

Accounting
- The Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand Prize - 1st Year
  Donated by Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand
  Crystal Mai
- The Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand Prize - 2nd Year
  Donated by Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand
  Lucy Luxue Zhao
- The Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand Prize - 3rd Year
  Donated by Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand
  Angelo George Asprotoppos
- The CPA Australia Prize for Year 1
  Donated by CPA Australia
  Xiaoyan Fan
- The CPA Australia Prize for Year 2
  Donated by CPA Australia
  Natalie Yee Ching Lam
- The CPA Australia Prize for Year 3
  Donated by CPA Australia
  Rocco Anthony Febbo
- The Financial Management Association of Australia Prize in Accounting
  Donated by Financial Management Association of Australia
  Samantha Wai Sum Chuk

Banking & Finance
- The AIG Prize in Banking & Finance
  Donated by AIG Australia Ltd
  Jeremy Kwi-Yu Ng
- The Financial Management Association of Australia Prize in Banking and Finance
  Donated by Financial Management Association of Australia
  Aleksandar Stankovic

Economics
- The Australian Finance Conference Prize
  Donated by Australian Finance Conference
  Adam Solomon
- The Productivity Commission Prize
  Donated by Productivity Commission
  Dian Archan Sridaran
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Information Systems, Technology & Management

The Professor M Weinstock Memorial Prize - Honours
Donated by friends and colleagues in Australia and North America
Harrison Marshall
McGuire

Management

The Professor Chung Sok Suh Memorial Prize
Established by The School of Management
in memory of the late Professor Chung Sok Suh
Hanna Marie Bjorn

The Julia Moore Prize in Industrial Relations
Donated by Justice Moore
Jacqueline Karissa Chang

Risk & Actuarial Studies

The Actuaries Institute Prize
Donated by Actuaries Institute
Ryan Michael Sun

The AIG Prize in Actuarial Studies
Donated by AIG Australia Ltd
Jack Daje Jiang

The E S Wolfenden Memorial Prize
Donated by William Wolfenden
Carlos Yu Qi Cheng

The Insureware Prize
Donated by Insureware
Johnny Chung Hin Wong

The KPMG Actuarial Prize
Donated by KPMG Actuarial Pty Ltd
Neil Jain

The UniSuper Prize
Donated by UniSuper Management Pty Ltd
Andrew Ma

The Willis Towers Watson Prize
Donated by Willis Towers Watson
Johnny Chung Hin Wong

Dean's List

The Michael Burgess Prize - Stage 1
Donated by Michael Burgess, Bcom '94
Xiaoyan Fan

The Michael Burgess Prize - Stage 2
Donated by Michael Burgess, Bcom '94
Patrick Dylaj Josef Przybyski

The Michael Burgess Prize - Stage 3
Donated by Michael Burgess, Bcom '94
Shirley Lin

Centre for Social Impact

The Lusthaus Prize in Creating Social Change from Innovation to Impact - S1
Donated by Lisa Lusthaus, BSc '77
Shani Tal

The Lusthaus Prize in Creating Social Change from Innovation to Impact - S2
Donated by Lisa Lusthaus, BSc '77
Alec George Leithhead

UNDERGRADUATE AWARDS AND SCHOLARSHIPS

The Alumni Leaders Scholarship in Business
Funded by the Alumni Leaders of the UNSW Business School
Jessie Sucker-Walton

The AMP Capital Infrastructure Scholarship
Donated by AMP Capital
Ariunbold Batkhuu

The CPB Contractors Rural Scholarship
Established by CPB Contractors
Isaac Noakes

The Dorothy Dolly Clark Award
Donated by Neil (Nobby) Clark AO, Bcom '73
Brinley Maher
The FMAA All Rounder Award in Business
Donated by Financial Management Association of Australia

The John Niland Scholarship in Business
Donated by Emeritus Professor John Niland AC, Bcom ’63, HonDSc, Alumni Leader

The Kosmos Asset Management Academic Achievement Scholarship in Economics
Donated by Kosmos Asset Management

The Kosmos Asset Management Scholarship in Economics
Donated by Kosmos Asset Management

The Lee Lau Shiu Hing Award in Accounting
Donated by the Lee family

The Lee Whitmont Award in Marketing
Donated by the family of Lee Whitmont

The Maple-Brown Family Foundation Scholarship for Indigenous Students
Donated by the Maple-Brown Family Foundation

The Maple-Brown Family Foundation NSW Rural Scholarship
Donated by the Maple-Brown Family Foundation

The Mattick Scholarship in Business
Donated by Peter Mattick AM, BCom ’75, Alumni Leader

The Ryan Family Scholarship
Donated by Colin Ryan, BCom ’63, Alumni Leader

The Thiess Rural Scholarship
Established by Thiess Pty Ltd

The UNSW Business School International High Achievers Scholarship

Jeremiah Lee
Jeremiah Lee
Luke Macauley
Jason Lambe
Hayden Fulcher
Katerina Chen
Jimmy Nguyen
Taine Martin
Kate Knight
Zachary Sharah
Makalia Bergan
Charles Wyatt
Jia Liang Goh
King Wa Hong
Kim Nguyen
Zhi Jun Liew
Lina Lin
Meor Razif Meor Rafeq
Mohamad Suhaib
Mohamad Hazim
Bang Nguyen
Vu Quynh
Anh Nguyen
Dang Thanh
Truc Tran
Kean Hoe Boon
HONOURS AWARDS AND SCHOLARSHIPS

The Herbert Smith Freehills Law & Economics Honours Award
Donated by Herbert Smith Freehills

George Prassas

The Kai Feu Wong & Kaye Shiu Kee Mui Wong Award
Donated by Albert Wong AM, BCom ’81, Alumni Leader

Tristan Truuvert

The Michael E. Grace Memorial Honours Scholarship
Donated by Megan Grace & Master Brighton Grace

Atharva Karandikar

The UNSW Business School Honours Scholarships

Stephen Burgess
Xinyi Chen
Muodi Han
Zhiping Huang
Atharva Karandikar
Kevin Krahe
George Prassas
Xuemeng Rong
Adam Solomon
Dilan Sindaran
Tristan Truuvert
Zhiping Huang
Kevin Krahe
Dilan Sindaran

INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE SCHOLARSHIPS

The Douglas N Daft International Scholarship
Donated by Dr Douglas Daft AC, DipAdmin ’70, HonDBus ’10, Alumni Leader

Sifan Fei

The Farrell International Scholarship
Donated by Paul Farrel, MCom ’98, Alumni Leader

Jonathan Khonasti

The Gail Kelly Global Leaders Scholarship
Donated by Dr Gail Kelly, HonDBus ’14

Edward Bartolo
Zizipho Luwaca

The Vincent Lo Scholarship

Li Qin Lu

The UNSW Alumni Association - Hong Kong Chapter Award

Jeremy Wong
Yu Chen
Rocco Febbo
Isabel Kaldor

Ly Yin Lim
Kevin Nguyen
Nicholas Valovec
Jing Wang

The APRU/ Global Tech - UNSW Student Exchange Alliance Award

Andrew Siu
Helen Zhang

Gary Chan
Ailan Chan
Donna Dao
Andrew Kim
Annie Su
Kelvin Trinh
Raymond Ye
Justyn Yip
Mai-Bang Zou

The UNSW New Colombo Plan Exchange Scholarship
The Girls’ Realm Guild Award
Zoe Allen
Cindy Um

The Matthew James Reid Award
Rahul Ahluwalia
Matthew Arena
Daniel Chee
Sharon Gray
Nikhar Harpalani
Byeonggeun Jeon
Derek Komban
Kirat Koursal
Justin Lambe
Birinoy Maher
Frank Malfitano
Jaydon Miranda
Shahil Nair
Zeel Patel
Fahim Rahman
Jennifer Ricamara
Alexander Samios
Howard Tan
Alan Thai
Jimmy Tran
Mitchell Tran
Brian Vu
Caroline Wang
Charles Wyatt
Jingyuan Yin
Ho Yung

The Academic Achievement Award

The UNSW Equity Award

The The Department of Education and Training / UNSW Rural Assistance Award

The UNSW Student Achievement Award

The Scientia Scholarship

The UNSW Accommodation Scholarship

The UNSW All Rounder Scholarship

The Co-Op Scholars Charitable Society Scholarship

Saul Brady
Oscar Higson-Spence
Isacc Noakes
Jielin Ding
Vivienne Kung
Jared Levy
Ziyuan Li
Thomas McGregor
Arkie Owen
Joshua Wang
Chenyi Wang
Danny Yu
Chris Zeng
Makala-Maree Bergan
Nafis Dewan
Harrison Lee
Emma Liu
Cindy Um
The President and Vice-Chancellor's Scholarship
Partially funded by friends and Alumni of UNSW
Makala-Maroe Bergan
Anne Chau
Keanu Crous
Raymond Lo
Beau Luland
Lam Nguyen

Rebecca Beeson
Zachary Cameron
Joshua Watkins

Harrison Annear
Sibghat Khan

Timothy Brand
Nathan Power
Nicholas Wilkinson

Thomas Banuelos
Tara Casserly
Meghan Ridge
Rachael Ward
Declan White

The Elite Athlete Award

The UNSW Elite Sports Club Award

The UNSW Cricket Club Award

The Ben Lexcen Sport Scholarship

The UNSW Elite Sports Club Scholarship

UNSW SPORTS SCHOLARSHIPS
POSTGRADUATE PRIZES

Accounting
The CPA Australia Corporate Accounting Prize
Donated by CPA Australia
Yitao Feng

Banking & Finance
The FPA Prize in Financial Planning
Donated by Financial Planning Association of Australia
Andrew Wilson
Ivy Lourel

Information Systems, Technology & Management
The ISACA Prize
Donated by ISACA Sydney
Shesha Maheshwari

The Professor M Weinstock Memorial Prize - PhD
Donated by friends and colleagues in Australia and North America
Yen Ni Tim

Marketing
The Peter D Walker Prize in Marketing
Donated by Philip Walker
Nuzhat Tabassum Ahmed
Cynet William Pascua Billones

Risk & Actuarial Studies
The Finty Consulting Prize
Donated by Finty Consulting
Oliver Michael Wood

Taxation & Business Law
The Chartered Accountants Australia & New Zealand Prize
Donated by Chartered Accountants Australia & New Zealand
Stephan David Agarwal

The Gordon Cooper AM Memorial Prize in Capital Gains Tax
Established by friends and colleagues of the late Professor Gordon Cooper AM
David Ian Fechter

The CPA Australia (NSW Division) Prize
Donated by CPA Australia
Haylee Ann Cau

The KPMG Prize
Donated by KPMG
Briony Hutchens

Centre for Social Impact (Prize)
The Anton Mischewski Design for Social Innovation Prize
Donated by Dr Ingrid Burnett and the late Dr Anton Mischewski
Michelle Freer
Jodie Aida Nas Jones
Kanwal Amanullah Cheema

POSTGRADUATE AWARDS AND SCHOLARSHIPS

Centre for Social Impact (Scholarship)
The Emetus Professor Richard Henry AM and Dr Rachel Oberon Indigenous Advantage MBA Social Impact Scholarship
Donated by Emetus Professor Richard Henry AM and Dr Rachel Oberon
Nicole Moore

The CSI Macquarie Group Foundation MBA (Social Impact) Scholarship
Donated by Macquarie Group Foundation
Matthew Allen
Olivia Philpott

The CSI Shark Island (ARTS) GCSI Scholarship
Donated by the Shark Island Foundation
Kate Etham
Rosemary Southwood
Thomas Cappie-Wood
Victoria Edwards
Ariana Ross

The CSI GCSI Scholarship
Emily James

The CSI MBA Social Impact Scholarship
The CSI National GCSI Scholarship
George Brown
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POSTGRADUATE AWARDS AND SCHOLARSHIPS
CONTINUED

The Sir William Tyree Award in Commerce
Donated by the late Sir William Tyree OBE, HonDSc '86
Kawsarul Nizhum

The International Student Exchange Scholarship
Joyce Lin

The Elite Athlete Travel Grant
Tony Wu

Andrew Nicoll

RESEARCH PRIZES

The UNSW Business School Research Fair Prize - 1
Jing Xu

Khet Khet Oo Tha

Wilson Hua

Isabella Ann Poidevin

Hai Ling Luo

Andrew Joel Marshall

The UNSW Business School Research Fair Prize - 2

The UNSW Business School Research Fair Prize - 3

RESEARCH AWARDS AND SCHOLARSHIPS

The Bill Stewart Memorial Scholarship
Donated by friends and family of the late Bill Stewart
Sarka Stepankova

The John Prescott Scholarship
Donated by Dr John Prescott AC, BCom '62, Alumni Leader
Mahreen Khan

Man Mandy Fong

Christian Criado-Perez Chanin

The Sasakawa Young Leaders Fellowship and Research Training Program Scholarship
Donated by the Nippon Foundation
Willem Jaco Fourie

Nicholas Luke Turner

Blair Wang

Igor Bainozan

Jun Wang

Wei Tian

Amartya Bose

Rachel Yates

Xiaoyue Zhang

The Australian Government Research Training Program Scholarship
Yang Feng

The China Scholarship Council Scholarship
Julian Franz Prester

Cheng Wan

Daniel Clive Wheadon

Tin Long Ho

Fangbin Lin

Ningyi Sun

Filip Fidanoski

Thomas Peter Cusbert

Alain Balaguer Mercado

The Scientia PhD Scholarship
The Anita Prabhu Women Leaders in Business Award
Donated by Anita Prabhu MBA (Exec) ’05
Emma Madison

The Professor Wanbil Lee Prize for Ethical Leaders in Business
Donated by Professor Wanbil Lee, MBA ’81
Mary Condon

AGSM MBAX Program
The AGSM MBA Director’s Prize for the Strategic Management Year
Scott McKenzie Maciver
Susan Margaret Feilding

The MBAX Prize for Innovation and Technology
James Hutchinson Oakley

The MBAX Prize for Strategic Management of Business Technology
Gregory Kenneth Wills

AGSM MBA (Executive) Program
The Lonergan Research Prize in Marketing Management - S1 2017
Donated by Lonergan Research
Fiona Harris

The Lonergan Research Prize in Marketing Management - S3 2017
Donated by Lonergan Research
Mary Anne Liwag Papadiopoulois

The Lonergan Research Residential Prize
Donated by Lonergan Research
Fiona Harris

The Sydney Airport AGSM Prize
Donated by Sydney Airport Corporation
Susan Margaret Feilding

The UNSW Tuition Fee Scholarship and a Faculty Stipend
Davide Baresi
Shipei Zeng
Huijuan Yu
Fatima Jamal Khan
Lu Wang

The University Postgraduate Award
Julianne Beverley Borget

The University International Postgraduate Award
Akashina Arno
Miguel Alberto Lorca Espinosa
Srinwanti Hazra Chaudhury
Jingyi Wang
Attila Balogh
Dinh Yen Dinh Nguyen
Yu Yang

The Lonergan Research Residential Prize
Donated by Lonergan Research
Fiona Harris

The Lonergan Research Prize in Marketing Management - S1 2017
Donated by Lonergan Research
Mary Anne Liwag Papadiopoulois

The Lonergan Research Prize in Marketing Management - S3 2017
Donated by Lonergan Research
Fiona Harris

The Lonergan Research Residential Prize
Donated by Lonergan Research
Susan Margaret Feilding

The Sydney Airport AGSM Prize
Donated by Sydney Airport Corporation

AGSM PRIZES

The Lonergan Research Prize in Marketing Management - S1 2017
Donated by Lonergan Research

The Lonergan Research Prize in Marketing Management - S3 2017
Donated by Lonergan Research

The Lonergan Research Residential Prize
Donated by Lonergan Research

The Sydney Airport AGSM Prize
Donated by Sydney Airport Corporation

RESEARCH AWARDS AND SCHOLARSHIPS CONTINUED
AGSM MBA (Full Time) Program

The Ariel Prize
Donated by Dr Avraham Ariel, MBA ’78, PhD ’88
Mohammad Ismahyudi Nurdin

The Australian Finance Conference Prize
Donated by Australian Finance Conference
Samuel Roland Hardie

The Baume and Mercier MBA Excellence Prize
Donated by Baume & Mercier
Samuel Roland Hardie, Wanyi Zheng

The Boston Consulting Group Prize in Corporate Strategy
Donated by The Boston Consulting Group
Jakub Krajcovic

The Lonergan Research Prize in Data Analysis
Donated by Lonergan Research
Samuel Roland Hardie

The Lonergan Research Prize in Marketing Management
Donated by Lonergan Research
Fayaz Haider Zaidi, Hugh Vincent Amos

The Integritas Award
Nishtha Khosla

AGSM MBAX Program

The AGSM Alumni Community Leader Scholarship
Donated by the AGSM Alumni Community
Lauren Walker

AGSM MBA (Executive) Program

The Ben Lexcen Sport Scholarship
Aaron Younger

AGSM MBA (Full Time) Program

The Luminis Foundation AGSM Wharton Business Innovation Scholarship
Donated by the Luminis Foundation
Anatoly Logunov

The Community Spirit Scholarship
Ekaterina Li, Luis Fernando Mondaca Matta, Carlos Rodrigo Fanjul, Nicholas James Beardsley, Scott Alastair Duncan Wheeler

The Directors Women in Leadership Scholarship
Smita Agarwal, Ashwarya Sharma, Soledad Pilar Garrido Ortiz, Aswathi Thandassery, Qiaomei Lang, Lucinda Emma Whitty

The Emerging Female Leaders Scholarship
Sally Gail Van Der Linden, Jingjing Huo
The Excellence Scholarship
Sathish Kumar
Manoharan
Ashutosh Jain
Ravinder Mantrala
Venkat
Jian Cheng
Jian Dai
Xin Cai
Woo Hyun Kim
Callum Newtony

The Global Reach Scholarship
Rakesh Routhu
Puttipath Tasnavites
Kapil Ambwani
Bradford Swartz
Lucas Vilela De Souza
Aamir Ognawala
Bassim Hamoudahra
Thai Long Vu Doan
Jyh Huei Ling
Aaron Moule
Margaret Novelin
Diego Fabian Casares Silva
Timothy Chih Chuan Teo
Timothy Michael Willetts

The Military Scholarship
Timothy Michael Willetts

International Exchange Scholarships
The Boyarsky AGSM International Travel Scholarship
Donated by Alex Boyarsky, BBuild ’66, MBA ’69 and Vera Boyarsky, BA ’70
Fayyaz Zaidi
THE DEAN’S AWARD FOR SERVICE

Undergraduate
The Dean’s Award for Service Undergraduate
Catherine Hu

Postgraduate
The Dean’s Award for Service Postgraduate
Vladimir Kalmanovich

AGSM
The Dean’s Award for Service AGSM
Samuel Gardner

THANK YOU TO OUR SUPPORTERS

CONNECT WITH US

business.unsw.edu.au
@UNSWbusiness
@UNSWbusiness
/unswbusiness

Post your photos with the hashtag #UNSWBusiness